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Background: Emergency abdominal surgery carries a considerable risk of death and postoperative

complications. Early detection and timely management of complications may reduce mortality. The aim
was to evaluate the effect and feasibility of intermediate care compared with standard ward care in patients
who had emergency abdominal surgery.
Methods: This was a randomized clinical trial carried out in seven Danish hospitals. Eligible for inclusion
were patients with an Acute Physiology And Chronic Health Evaluation (APACHE) II score of at least
10 who were ready to be transferred to the surgical ward within 24 h of emergency abdominal surgery.
Participants were randomized to either intermediate care or standard surgical ward care after surgery.
The primary outcome was 30-day mortality.
Results: In total, 286 patients were included in the modified intention-to-treat analysis. The trial was
terminated after the interim analysis owing to slow recruitment and a lower than expected mortality
rate. Eleven (7⋅6 per cent) of 144 patients assigned to intermediate care and 12 (8⋅5 per cent) of 142
patients assigned to ward care died within 30 days of surgery (odds ratio 0⋅91, 95 per cent c.i. 0⋅38 to
2⋅16; P = 0⋅828). Thirty (20⋅8 per cent) of 144 patients assigned to intermediate care and 37 (26⋅1 per
cent) of 142 assigned to ward care died within the total observation period (hazard ratio 0⋅78, 95 per cent
c.i. 0⋅48 to 1⋅26; P = 0⋅310).
Conclusion: Postoperative intermediate care had no statistically significant effect on 30-day mortality
after emergency abdominal surgery, nor any effect on secondary outcomes. The trial was stopped
prematurely owing to slow recruitment and a much lower than expected mortality rate among the enrolled
patients. Registration number: NCT01209663 (http://www.clinicaltrials.gov).
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Introduction

Emergency major abdominal surgery is associated with
a short-term mortality rate of 15–20 per cent1 – 4 ,
which is among the highest in non-cardiac surgery5 .
The annual incidence of emergency major abdominal
surgery has been estimated at 92 per 100 000 population6 .
Patients undergoing emergency abdominal surgery have
a high risk of postoperative complications, in particular
cardiopulmonary complications and sepsis, which are
© 2015 BJS Society Ltd
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the most frequent causes of death after surgery7 – 9 .
Surgical patients who develop postoperative medical
complications are at increased risk of death10,11 ; once
complications have developed, timely and effective
management may reduce mortality12,13 . Thus, early
routine postoperative admission of high-risk surgical
patients to intensive or intermediate care units may be
beneficial. Over the past decade, there has been a growing
concern that many high-risk surgical patients may not
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receive appropriate postoperative care, because of inadequate allocation of critical care resources4,5,14,15 . Recently,
the European Surgical Outcome Study (EuSOS)16 confirmed this as a challenge in many European countries.
Likewise, patients undergoing emergency abdominal
surgery are often treated in standard surgical wards with
limited resources for monitoring and advanced treatment
methods2,3 .
Intermediate care (high-dependency care) may be an
appropriate level of postoperative care for stable patients
with an a priori high risk of complications and death. Intermediate care is generally defined as a level of care between
that provided by a standard ward and an intensive care unit.
An intermediate care unit monitors and supports patients
with, or likely to develop, acute single-organ failure17 – 19 .
However, according to the authors’ knowledge, the effect
of postoperative intermediate care compared with standard
ward care has never been evaluated in a randomized clinical
trial20,21 .
The aim of this trial was therefore to evaluate the effect
and feasibility of intermediate care following high-risk
emergency abdominal surgery. The hypothesis was that
postoperative intermediate care would reduce mortality
by avoidance, or timely recognition and effective management, of postoperative complications, and that postoperative intermediate care would reduce the need for intensive
care admissions and length of hospital stay.
Methods

The Copenhagen Capital Region Ethics Board
(H-3-2010-010) and the Danish Data Protection Agency
(HEH.afd.I.750.16-18) approved the trial, which adhered
to the International Conference on Harmonization Good
Clinical Practice standards. Written informed consent
was obtained from the patients or a legal representative
if the patient was incapable. The trial was designed to
comply with the Consolidated Standards of Reporting
Trials (CONSORT) statement for non-pharmacological
trials22,23 , and fulfilled the Standard Protocol Items:
Recommendations for Interventional Trials (SPIRIT)
statement24 . An independent Data Monitoring Committee monitored safety and efficacy at a scheduled interim
analysis after 200 patients had been included20 .

Trial design and patients
The InCare trial was a multicentre randomized clinical
trial with postoperative 1 : 1 allocation to either intermediate care for 48 h or standard surgical ward care. Patients
were enrolled between 4 October 2010 and 30 November 2012 at seven Danish university-affiliated secondary
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referral hospitals. The trial protocol, including details of
the rationale and design, has been published previously20 .
Patients were eligible if they: had undergone emergency
abdominal laparotomy or laparoscopy; were ready to be
transferred to a standard ward after their postoperative stay
in a postanaesthesia care, intermediate care or intensive
care unit for less than 24 h; and had a perioperative Acute
Physiology And Chronic Health Evaluation (APACHE) II
score of 10 or above. Emergency surgery was defined as
surgery to be undertaken within 24 h. The APACHE II
index was used to select high-risk surgical patients25 – 30 .
A score of 10 or above reflects the presence of perioperative sepsis, cardiovascular and/or respiratory failure (index
range in emergency surgical patients 5–71)20 . To increase
the enrolment rate, the APACHE II score threshold was
lowered from the original limit of at least 12 to 10 or more
on 23 May 2012 after enrolment of 192 patients31 .

Exclusion criteria
Exclusion criteria were: appendicectomy, laparoscopic
cholecystectomy, negative diagnostic laparoscopy, intensive care not indicated (patients receiving palliative care or
with irreversible organ failure), previous participation in
the trial, age below 18 years, trauma, and no intermediate
care bed available.

Randomization
Randomization was performed by the Copenhagen Trial
Unit remote from the participating trial sites, through
a centralized, interactive voice-response system in accordance with a concealed, computer-generated allocation
sequence using varying block sizes unknown to the investigators. The randomization was stratified by trial site,
APACHE II score (10–14 or at least 15), and perforated viscera (yes or no). The attending anaesthetists
randomized the patients when they were ready to be
transferred to the surgical ward in accordance with Danish national recommendations20 . The interventions were
initiated immediately after randomization.

Interventions
Patients allocated to intermediate care were admitted
for at least 48 h. Patients were at a minimum monitored
with continuous electrocardiography and pulse oximetry
when not mobilized, and BP and respiratory rate were
measured every other hour when not asleep. More details
can be found in Table S1 (supporting information)20 . If the
patient deteriorated, the monitoring and treatment level
www.bjs.co.uk
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was increased. Patients were transferred to an intensive
care bed if invasive arterial BP monitoring, invasive ventilation, emergency renal replacement therapy or parallel
sympathomimetic drug infusion was needed. Surgeons and
intensivists made protocol-based rounds on a daily basis
using a standard form20 . Forty-eight hours after randomization, patients with stable vital signs were transferred to
the surgical ward.
Patients allocated to standard surgical ward care were
transferred with a protocol-based discharge note by the
attending anaesthetist, using a standard form20 . A written
plan for monitoring and treatment over the first 24 h in
the ward was stated in the medical record. All other interventions were as standard for the individual ward (Table S2,
supporting information). In brief, the surgical wards had
the resources to monitor vital signs every 8 h, and continuous monitoring of vital signs was not possible. Any patient
who deteriorated was transferred to an intensive care unit
when appropriate.
For all patients, medical treatments and investigations
were initiated at the discretion of the clinicians based solely
on medical indications, and were not determined by the
trial protocol.

Adherence to trial protocol
Two or three investigators managed the implementation
of the trial at each hospital by teaching and supervising
key healthcare staff in patient enrolment, intermediate
care patient monitoring, and conducting protocol-based
evaluations. Adherence to the protocol was enhanced by
repeated staff educational sessions, which were recorded in
a log, and by monitoring data from the intervention period.
This was assessed by both the coordinating investigator and
the monitors of good clinical practice20 .

Outcomes
The primary outcome was all-cause mortality within
30 days after surgery. Secondary outcomes were time to
death within the total observation period (from the index
surgical procedure until 30 days after randomization of
the last patient), percentage of days alive without intensive
care within 30 days of randomization, and percentage
of days alive and out of the hospital within 30 days of
randomization.
Mortality data were retrieved from the Danish Civil Registration System by the Copenhagen Trial Unit at interim
analyses and 30 days after the trial had been completed32 .
The Danish Civil Registration System contains the exact
dates of death of all Danish citizens through a unique
© 2015 BJS Society Ltd
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personal identification number. Data on intensive care
admissions and hospital admission were obtained from
patient files by the trial investigators and the Danish National Patient Registry, not limited to the index
admission33 . An intensive care day was counted if the
patient was present in the intensive care unit at 08.00 hours.

Postoperative complications and reoperations
To describe the postoperative course, the rate of abdominal surgical reoperations and postoperative complications
requiring treatment within 14 days of index surgery and
randomization were registered. The predefined complications were obtained from patient files by the investigators or their delegates. For definitions, refer to Appendix S1
(supporting information).

Blinding
Patients, staff and investigators were not blinded to the
group allocation. A data manager, external to the participating trial sites, retrieved the mortality data centrally from
the Danish Civil Registration System. The InCare trial
Steering Committee approved the statistical plan before
the outcome data were assessable. Data were analysed by
a statistician not involved in the trial during randomization
and follow-up, who was blinded to the group allocation.

Sample size estimation
The estimated 30-day mortality rate of 38 per cent in
the ward care group was based on previously reported
rates of 28–45 per cent after emergency major abdominal
surgery in patients with an APACHE II score of 10 or
above20,26 – 30 . A relative risk reduction of 34 per cent
was anticipated, in accordance with previous results of
optimized care in patients with perforated peptic ulcer34 .
Based on these assumptions, it was calculated that 400
patients were needed to detect or reject a reduction in
30-day mortality rate from 38 to 25 per cent, with 80 per
cent power and a 5 per cent risk of type I error35 .

Statistical analysis
The outcome measures were analysed in accordance
with a predefined statistical plan (Appendix S1, supporting
information)36 . The primary analyses were performed
on data from the modified intention-to-treat population
adjusted for stratification variables (Fig. 1)37,38 .
The primary outcome, 30-day mortality, was analysed by
univariable and multivariable logistic regression adjusted
for the stratification variables, and a fully adjusted analysis
www.bjs.co.uk
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Enrolment
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Assessed for eligibility n = 1200

Analysis

Follow-up

Allocation

Excluded n = 909
APACHE II score below threshold n = 482
Refused to participate n = 87
Unable to provide consent* n = 13
No intermediate care bed available n = 125
Intensive care not indicated n = 154
Appendicectomy, laparoscopic cholecystectomy
or negative diagnostic laparoscopy n = 23
Previous participation in the trial n = 8
Trauma n = 1
Aged <18 years n = 5
Unspecified (surgical procedure, intensive care
not indicated or trauma) n = 9
Not included in error n = 2

Randomized n = 291

Allocated to intermediate care n = 147
Received intervention n = 144
Herlev Hospital n = 56
Hospital of North Zealand, Hillerød n = 25
Køge Hospital n = 23
Herning Hospital n = 13
Bispebjerg Hospital n = 15
Vejle Hospital n = 11
Aabenraa Hospital n = 1
Excluded from modified intention-to-treat analysis n = 3
Violated exclusion criteria† n = 0
Withdrew consent n = 3

Allocated to ward care n = 144
Received intervention n = 142
Herlev Hospital n = 58
Hospital of North Zealand, Hillerød n = 27
Køge Hospital n = 23
Herning Hospital n = 12
Bispebjerg Hospital n = 11
Vejle Hospital n = 10
Aabenraa Hospital n = 1
Excluded from modified intention-to-treat analysis n = 2
Violated exclusion criteria† n = 2
Withdrew consent n = 0

Lost to follow-up n = 0

Lost to follow-up n = 0

Included in primary analysis n = 144
Included in per-protocol analysis n = 118
Excluded from per-protocol analysis n = 26
Intermediate care discontinued within 48 h‡ n = 25
No available intermediate care bed n = 17
Intensive care not indicated n = 3
Unspecified n = 1
Withdrawn at patient’s request n = 4
Intensive care not indicated n = 1

Included in primary analysis n = 142
Included in per-protocol analysis n = 134
Excluded from per-protocol analysis n = 8
Ward care discontinued within 48 h n = 3
Delayed transfer to ward care§ n = 2
Did not receive ward care within first 48 h
(transferred to ICU) n = 1
Intensive care not indicated n = 4
Withdrawn at patient’s request n = 1

Patient enrolment and follow-up. *Because of language barrier. †Excluded from the modified intention-to-treat analysis as
specified by the predefined statistical plan; one patient had undergone a negative diagnostic laparoscopy and one had experienced
trauma. ‡In 14 patients, the intermediate care was discontinued within 24 h (2 patients did not receive intermediate care at all). §One
patient was not ready to be transferred to ward care and one patient received the wrong intervention for 6 h. APACHE, Acute
Physiology And Chronic Health Evaluation; ICU, intensive care unit

Fig. 1

with stratification and other design variables including age,
American Society of Anesthesiologists fitness grade (I–II
versus III or more), cancer (yes/no) and nature of surgery
(reoperation or not).
Time to death within the total observation period was
analysed by means of Cox regression analyses, with and

without adjustment for the stratification variables, and a
fully adjusted analysis with stratification and other design
variables. The Cox regression model produced survival
curves adjusted for the stratification variables.
The percentage of days alive without intensive care,
and alive and out of hospital were analysed using the
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Table 1

Preoperative baseline characteristics
Intermediate
care
(n = 144)

Table 2

623

Perioperative baseline characteristics

Ward
care
(n = 142)

Age (years)*
73 (48–95)
73 (23–93)
Sex ratio (M : F)
66 : 78
75 : 67
ASA physical status grade
I
13 (9⋅0)
17 (12⋅0)
II
65 (45⋅1)
62 (43⋅7)
III
61 (42⋅4)
58 (40⋅8)
IV
5 (3⋅5)
5 (3⋅5)
Current smoker
36 (25⋅0) 35 of 141 (24⋅8)
Alcohol abuse†
10 of 140 (7⋅1) 10 of 139 (7⋅2)
Home care‡
17 (11⋅8)
9 of 141 (6⋅4)
Co-morbidity
Preoperative cancer
35 (24⋅3)
43 (30⋅3)
Metastatic cancer
6 (4⋅2)
14 (9⋅9)
Cardiovascular disease
81 (56⋅3)
67 (47⋅2)
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease 34 (23⋅6)
18 (12⋅7)
Requiring renal replacement therapy
4 (2⋅8)
1 (0⋅7)
Dementia
4 (2⋅8)
3 (2⋅1)

Values in parentheses are percentages unless indicated otherwise; *values
are median (range). †More than 36 g/day (men) or 24 g/day (women).
‡Need for assistance with personal hygiene before admission. ASA,
American Society of Anesthesiologists.

Mann–Whitney U test. The proportions of patients with
one or more intensive care admissions, postoperative complications and abdominal surgical reoperation were analysed with the χ2 test. Two per-protocol analyses were performed: one excluding patients with one or more major
protocol violations, and another including patients who
received 24 h or more of intermediate care. Additionally,
the mortality outcome measures were analysed in subgroups with APACHE II score 15 or above, cancer or
perforated viscera.
An independent Data Monitoring Committee monitored
safety and efficacy at a scheduled interim analysis after
200 patients had been included. The interim analysis was
conducted on 30-day mortality data blinded to group allocation. In the event that the interim analysis was significant (P < 0⋅001) for benefit or harm of the intervention,
an additional interim analysis was planned after the inclusion of 300 patients20 . SPSS® version 19.0 (IBM, Armonk,
New York, USA) was used for statistical analysis. Two-sided
P < 0⋅050 was considered statistically significant.

Surgical procedure
Gastroduodenal
Small bowel
Colorectal
Surgery for anastomotic
dehiscence
Other†
Reoperative procedure‡
Laparoscopic surgery
Surgical pathology
Perforated viscera§
Ischaemic intestine¶
Cancer surgery#
Duration of surgery (min)*
Anaesthesia care
Type of anaesthesia
Inhalational
Total intravenous
Epidural analgesia
Sympathomimetic infusion**
Duration of postanaesthesia
care (h)*
Fluid management††
Estimated blood loss (ml)*
Crystalloid infusion (ml)*
Colloid infusion (ml)*
Received blood products‡‡
Amount per transfused
patient (units)*
Perioperative morbidity scores
APACHE II score*§
≥ 15
Sepsis score§§
No SIRS or sepsis
SIRS
Sepsis, severe sepsis or
septic shock

Intermediate
care
(n = 144)

Ward
care
(n = 142)

23 (16⋅0)
53 (36⋅8)
42 (29⋅2)
6 (4⋅2)

18 (12⋅7)
49 (34⋅5)
51 (35⋅9)
2 (1⋅4)

20 (13⋅9)
20 (13⋅9)
8 (5⋅6)

22 (15⋅5)
14 (9⋅9)
6 (4⋅2)

55 (38⋅2)
21 (14⋅6)
20 (13⋅9)
122 (25–491)

51 (35⋅9)
13 (9⋅2)
31 (21⋅8)
133 (17–655)

92 of 143 (64⋅3)
51 of 143 (35⋅7)
60 (41⋅7)
37 (25⋅7)
6 (2–23)

80 of 141 (56⋅7)
61 of 141 (43⋅3)
50 (35⋅2)
30 (21⋅1)
6 (1–22)

100 (0–5000)
(n = 142)
3000 (0–9100)
225 (0–3500)
36 (25⋅0)
2 (1–21)

100 (0–4700)
(n = 140)
3175 (500–16 500)
500 (0–3100)
30 (21⋅1)
2 (1–12)

16 (10–31)
90 (62⋅5)

16 (10–27)
90 (63⋅4)

90 of 140 (64⋅3)
28 of 140 (20⋅0)
22 of 140 (15⋅7)

105 of 142 (73⋅9)
21 of 142 (14⋅8)
16 of 142 (11⋅3)

Values in parentheses are percentages unless indicated otherwise; *values
are median (range). †Includes hernia repair, open cholecystectomy,
laparotomy without intervention, peritoneal adhesion surgery, peritoneal
drainage or lavage, intraperitoneal infection and haemorrhage, and stoma
revision surgery. ‡Index surgical procedure within 14 days of the primary
procedure (elective surgery or emergency surgery with Acute Physiology
And Chronic Health Evaluation (APACHE) II score below threshold).
§Stratification variable. ¶Defined by the surgeon. #Cancer visible in the
surgical field. **Infused continuously for more than 15 min during
surgery or in the postanaesthesia care unit. ††During surgery and in the
postanaesthesia care unit. ‡‡Red blood cell concentrate, platelet
concentrate or fresh frozen plasma. §§Evaluated just before
randomization. SIRS, systemic inflammatory response syndrome.

Results

The scheduled interim analysis revealed a very low
30-day all-cause mortality rate compared with the pretrial
estimate. This precluded the possibility of detecting
or rejecting the anticipated relative risk reduction of

34 per cent with the planned sample size, and the trial was
therefore terminated.
A total of 291 patients were randomized, and 286 were
included in the modified intention-to-treat analysis (Fig. 1).
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Monitoring and treatment levels during the first 48 h after randomization relative to trial protocol in the intermediate care
group, and to standard ward care in the ward care group

Table 3

Duration of allocated intervention
Patients receiving the allocated intervention for ≥ 48 h
Patients with intervention discontinued within 48 h
Step up to intensive care
Discharged*
Wrong intervention
Monitoring level at allocated intervention
Level of consciousness – complying with standards†
Respiratory rate – complying with standards‡§
Continuous pulse oximetry
BP – complying with standards‡
Continuous ECG monitoring
Hourly urinary output registration for more than 24 h
24-h fluid balance calculations on days 1–2
Temperature – complying with standards†
Pain visual assessment score – complying with standards†
Standard blood samples taken at least twice
Use of early warning score system monitoring¶
Treatment level at allocated intervention
Received sympathomimetic infusion
≥ 2 litres supplemental oxygen for 2 nights
Received PEP therapy
Self-management
Assistance
Received non-invasive ventilation
Postoperative nutrition plan initiated within 24 h
Mobilized to chair within 24 h
Mobilized with or without walker within 24 h
Two or more surgeon evaluations
Two or more intensivist or anaesthetist evaluations
Protocol-based discharge note written in the postanaesthesia care unit before transfer to ward
Two or more protocol-based rounds by a surgeon
Two or more protocol-based rounds by an intensivist or anaesthetist

Intermediate care (n = 144)

Ward care (n = 142)

115 (79⋅9)
29 (20⋅1)
4 (2⋅8)
25 (17⋅4)
0 (0)

131 (92⋅3)
11 (7⋅7)
7 (4⋅9)
1 (0⋅7)
3 (2⋅1)

97 of 133 (72⋅9)
117 of 136 (86⋅0)
139 of 142 (97⋅9)
115 of 134 (85⋅8)
138 of 142 (97⋅2)
89 of 141 (63⋅1)
120 of 142 (84⋅5)
71 of 134 (53⋅0)
87 of 135 (64⋅4)
110 of 137 (80⋅3)
20 of 140 (14⋅3)

42 of 138 (30⋅4)
45 of 137 (32⋅8)
16 of 137 (11⋅7)
49 of 133 (36⋅8)
0 of 140 (0)
4 of 133 (3⋅0)
65 of 127 (51⋅2)
49 of 135 (36⋅3)
7 of 134 (5⋅2)
92 of 139 (66⋅2)
74 of 141 (52⋅5)

2 of 138 (1⋅4)
75 of 141 (53⋅2)

0 of 140 (0)
53 of 102 (52⋅0)

87 of 128 (68⋅0)
39 of 129 (30⋅2)
3 of 143 (2⋅1)
107 of 140 (76⋅4)
105 of 135 (77⋅8)
41 of 130 (31⋅5)
96 of 142 (67⋅6)
119 of 142 (83⋅8)
n.a.
59 of 143 (41⋅3)
105 of 143 (73⋅4)

34 of 84 (40)
11 of 91 (12)
0 of 141 (0)
63 of 140 (45⋅0)
84 of 125 (67⋅2)
56 of 123 (45⋅5)
115 of 141 (81⋅6)
1 of 141 (0⋅7)
126 of 142 (88⋅7)
n.a.
n.a.

Values in parentheses are percentages. *Intermediate care group: discharged to ward because of no available intermediate bed (17 patients), intensive care
not indicated (3), not specified (1) or withdrawn at patient’s request (4); ward care group: discharged home (1). †Intermediate care group: six or more
registrations; ward care group: six or more registrations (3 times a day for 2 days). ‡Intermediate care group: 16 or more registrations (every other hour
during the day and evening shifts for 2 days); ward care group: six or more registrations. §At Vejle Hospital, Bispebjerg Hospital and Herlev Hospital
(from 7 June 2012), the respiratory rate was monitored continuously and registered as 99 per min. ¶Not a trial protocol element. ECG,
electrocardiography; PEP, positive expiratory pressure; n.a., not applicable.

Five patients were excluded because they withdrew consent
or because a surgical procedure criterion was not fulfilled.
Preoperative and perioperative baseline characteristics are
presented in Tables 1 and 2 respectively.
Table 3 details adherence to the trial protocol in the intermediate care group, and the level of monitoring in the
ward care group relative to standard surgical ward treatment. The intervention was discontinued more often in the
intermediate care group than in the ward care group, predominantly because of lack of intermediate care beds.

Outcomes
The primary outcome, death within 30 days of surgery,
occurred in 11 (7⋅6 per cent) of 144 patients in the
© 2015 BJS Society Ltd
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intermediate care group and 12 (8⋅5 per cent) of 142 in the
ward care group (odds ratio 0⋅91, 95 per cent c.i. 0⋅38 to
2⋅16; P = 0⋅828) (Table 4). Death within the total observation period occurred in 30 (20⋅8 per cent) of 144 patients in
the intermediate care group and 37 (26⋅1 per cent) of 142 in
the ward care group (hazard ratio (HR) 0⋅78, 95 per cent c.i.
0⋅48 to 1⋅26; P = 0⋅310) (Table 4 and Fig. 2). Thirteen (9⋅0
per cent) of 144 patients in the intermediate care group and
23 (16⋅2 per cent) of 142 in the ward care group required
admission to intensive care (P = 0⋅068). The percentage of
days alive without intensive care, and alive and out of hospital did not differ significantly between the groups (Table 4).
Similar results were obtained in per-protocol analyses.
Intermediate care had no effect on mortality outcomes in
www.bjs.co.uk
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Table 4
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Primary and secondary outcomes

Primary outcome
Death within 30 days
Secondary outcomes
Death within total
observation period
Alive without intensive
care within 30 days
Median no. of days
Median % of days
Alive and out of hospital
within 30 days
Median no. of days
Median % of days

Intermediate
care* (n = 144)

Ward care*
(n = 142)

Univariable
OR/HR†

P

Adjusted
OR/HR†‡

P

Fully adjusted
OR/HR†§

P

11 (7⋅6)

12 (8⋅5)

0⋅90 (0⋅38, 2⋅10)

0⋅801

0⋅91 (0⋅38, 2⋅16)

0⋅828

0⋅73 (0⋅29, 1⋅82)

0⋅498

30 (20⋅8)

37 (26⋅1)

0⋅80 (0⋅49, 1⋅29)

0⋅360

0⋅78 (0⋅48, 1⋅26)

0⋅310

0⋅82 (0⋅50, 1⋅34)

0⋅420

30
100

30
100

n.a.

0⋅193¶

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

17
56.7

17
56.7

n.a.

0⋅534¶

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

Values in parentheses are *percentages and †95 per cent c.i. The ward care group is the reference value for interpretation of odds ratios (ORs) for death
within 30 days and hazard ratios (HRs) for death within the total observation period. ‡Adjusted for stratification variables (primary analysis): study site,
Acute Physiology And Chronic Health Evaluation (APACHE) II score (10–14, ≥ 15) and perforated viscera (yes/no). §Adjusted for stratification variables
and other design variables: age, American Society of Anesthesiologists fitness grade (I–II, ≥ III), cancer (yes/no) and nature of surgery (reoperation or
not). n.a., Not applicable. ¶Mann–Whitney U test.

(43⋅7 per cent) of 142 in the ward care group (P = 0⋅234)
(Table S3, supporting information). Cardiovascular complications were frequently detected and treated in the intermediate care group, especially cardiac arrhythmias during
the intervention period (20 patients in intermediate care
group, 6 in ward care group). The rate of one or more
abdominal surgical reoperations was similar in the intervention groups.
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Survival curves created from the Cox regression model
with adjustment for stratification variables

Fig. 2

the prespecified subgroups with an APACHE II score of
15 or above, cancer or perforated viscera. Among those
with perforated viscera, 12 (22 per cent) of 55 patients in
the intermediate care group and 20 (39 per cent) of 51
in the ward care group died within the total observation
period (univariable HR 0⋅51, 95 per cent c.i. 0⋅25 to 1⋅05;
P = 0⋅068; test for interaction, P = 0⋅102).

Complications and reoperations
Postoperative complications were recorded in 73 (50⋅7 per
cent) of 144 patients in the intermediate care group and 62
© 2015 BJS Society Ltd
Published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd

In this randomized clinical feasibility trial, the effect
of postoperative intermediate care was compared with
standard surgical ward care among high-risk patients
undergoing emergency abdominal surgery. Postoperative
intermediate care did not reduce mortality, the need for
intensive care, or length of hospital stay in these patients.
However, the trial was stopped early owing to a very low
mortality rate, which precluded evaluation of the primary
endpoint at the planned enrolment of 400 patients. Despite
this, the authors believe that the trial may provide data to
inform design adjustments and sample size estimates for
future trials.
The strengths of this study are that it is a multicentre,
randomized clinical trial with a low risk of bias compared
with previous studies39 – 45 . The complex intervention was
described thoroughly before the start, good clinical practice monitors assessed adherence to the trial protocol, and
the actual monitoring and treatment levels in the intervention groups were reported clearly, as recommended for
non-pharmacological trials23 . Follow-up was complete and
validated by national registers32,33 .
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However, this trial has several limitations. First, it was
terminated after inclusion of 72⋅8 per cent of the planned
sample, because the interim analysis revealed a very
low overall 30-day mortality compared with the pretrial
estimate. Thus, the trial was not powered to show the
anticipated relative risk reduction with a sample of 400
patients. Nevertheless, because this is the first randomized
trial investigating the effect of intermediate versus standard
ward care after emergency abdominal surgery, the point
estimates are the least biased so far and can be used for
the design of future trials on this topic. It was not possible
to blind the patients, staff or investigators to the group
allocation. However, the mortality data were retrieved centrally from national registers by a data manager outwith
the participating trial sites who was blinded to the interventions. Finally, this trial had to rely on the availability
of intermediate care beds in intensive care units. Limited
bed availability challenged both the patient enrolment rate
and implementation of the intermediate care intervention.
To increase the enrolment rate, the APACHE II score
threshold was lowered from the original 12 to 10, as it
was impossible to increase the number of trial sites. The
change in APACHE II score threshold and the inability to
include all principally eligible patients, owing to a limited
number of free beds, may have caused the trial population
to become less representative of the future target population. The intermediate care intervention was discontinued
in 25 (17⋅4 per cent) of 144 patients, with the majority
discharged to the ward prematurely owing to limited
availability of beds (Fig. 1). This may affect the internal
validity of the trial. Nevertheless, relying on availability
of intermediate care beds may, to some extent, reflect
everyday clinical practice in many healthcare settings.
No effect of postoperative intermediate care on
short-term mortality was found. In the present trial,
the short-term mortality rate in the ward care group was
much lower than the pretrial estimate (8⋅5 versus 38 per
cent), based on cohort studies of patients with an APACHE
II score of 10 or above undergoing emergency abdominal
surgery26 – 30 . This deviation may relate to differences in
case mix, as patients admitted to the intensive care unit for
more than 24 h after surgery and those for whom intensive
care was not indicated were excluded. The latter comprised a larger proportion of patients having emergency
abdominal surgery than predicted.
Previous studies4,39 – 45 of the effects of postoperative
intermediate care are comparative observational studies
with a high risk of bias. They have reported conflicting
mortality results. In the present trial, the HR for death
within the total observation period was 0⋅78 (95 per cent
c.i. 0⋅48 to 1⋅26), possibly in favour of intermediate care,

an outcome that has not been investigated in previous studies. Likewise, the HR was 0⋅51 (0⋅25 to 1⋅05), possibly in
favour of intermediate care, among patients with perforated viscera. These point estimates may inform a hypothesis that intermediate care can reduce mortality and that
patients with perforated viscera may be the most important
to include in a future larger trial.
In keeping with previous studies39,40,43,44 , the trial results
indicate that intermediate care does not reduce length of
hospital stay. One previous study41 reported that postoperative intermediate care may reduce unplanned intensive
care admissions. In the present trial, 9⋅0 per cent of patients
in the intermediate care group and 16⋅2 per cent in the ward
care group were transferred to an intensive care bed after
surgery (P = 0⋅068). However, this event was rare, and the
trial was not powered to assess the secondary outcome days
alive without intensive care.
The present trial confirmed that patients undergoing
emergency abdominal surgery are at high risk of cardiopulmonary complications and sepsis7,8 . Two previous
studies39,40 have suggested that postoperative intermediate
care is associated with fewer cardiac complications after
major abdominal surgery than ward care. The present trial
indicated the opposite, possibly because of an increased
recognition of complications owing to a higher level of
monitoring in the intermediate care group20 .
The rationale for postoperative intermediate care for
48 h is that extra and prolonged monitoring, extra specialist attention and additional resources for more advanced
treatments might lead to a reduction in mortality by avoidance, or timely recognition and effective management, of
postoperative complications12,46 . However, a larger trial is
required to assess the potential efficacy of this intervention on mortality. The authors believe that the InCare
trial design is feasible, but the following adjustments are
recommended. First, the participating trial sites should
guarantee available beds for the intermediate care intervention, thereby guaranteeing a high enrolment rate and
limited discontinuation of the intermediate care intervention. This could be achieved by securing dedicated funding
for research beds. Second, if the effect on mortality is to be
evaluated, the primary outcome should be time to death
within the total observation period, preferably with a final
assessment date later than used in the present trial. This
is a more comprehensible outcome to the patients than
short-term landmark mortality with an arbitrary censoring
date. Third, the APACHE II score could be replaced with
a more simple and transparent way of selecting high-risk
patients. Based on the present results, a future trial should
enrol at least 2000 patients if the primary outcome measure
is time to death within the total observation period, with a
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2-year enrolment period and 1 year of additional follow-up,
addressing an anticipated HR reduction of 22 per cent,
a control group mortality rate of 26 per cent within the
total observation period, 80 per cent power and a 5 per
cent type I error risk35 . If postoperative intermediate care
proves beneficial, it may potentially save one in 20 high-risk
patients undergoing emergency abdominal surgery in the
future47 .
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Editor’s comments

Reasons for conducting a feasibility trial may include the need to evaluate the features of a trial regarding the
process, the resources needed and overall management, and to test the scientific rationale behind the question
asked. The decision to stop the InCare trial was based on failure of at least three of these. First, the recruitment
rate was much lower than expected. With an adaptive research design, the investigators widened the inclusion
criteria (APACHE II score decreased to 10 or more from 12 or more) to include less sick patients. This may
have affected the scientific rationale, as the observed mortality rate (less than 10 per cent) was much lower
than expected (about 30 per cent), thus preventing the investigators from reaching the proposed power by
aiming for about 400 included patients. Further, recruitment was delayed by a limitation of resources (available
intermediate care beds). Feasibility trials are never conclusive, but the InCare trial has some important lessons
and paves the way for the design of future trials. An effect on mortality may be seen only by including higher-risk
patients, possibly from a larger catchment area (multicentre, international), while ensuring appropriate funding
and availability of intermediate care beds. This should be suitable for collaboration across borders.
K. Søreide
Editor, BJS
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